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11
Conclusion

In this part we have shown a proof of concept implementation of The Triangle

of Life, an Artificial Life habitat for robotic organisms in simulation. We have

shown that it is possible to build such a system and have a stable population of

organisms.

We have found that RL Power is a pretty decent option for the learning

phase for gait learning, it learns a reasonable gait very quickly regardless of

shape. Furthermore we have applied RL Power on two very different robot

modules and it works similarly on either. As going from one simulated module

to another is a kind of reality gap, this gives us confidence that the result can

also be transferred to real robots.

Second we looked at the performance for locomotion of a large number of

randomly generated shapes. Here we found that the shape matters quite a lot
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Chapter 11. Conclusion

for the speed of the organisms. Especially the number of effective joints per

extremity influences the performance of a shape. This insight may be used to

develop a form of informed abortion, where the morphology of a potential child

is checked for viability before being built.

Finally we also gained insight into the factors which make such a system

viable. Both systems use a fixed number of modules as this seemed currently

to be the most realistic candidate to actually build such a system in real life.

However, using a fixed number of modules resulted in the system having many

abortions due to a lack of modules. This made it difficult to tune the parameters

of the system to maintain a stable population. We found that especially the

lifetime of an organism and the distance for mating are very critical parameters

for the system as they both influence the difficulty of having offspring.
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